It was as usual. İlayda is sitting on her desk. Ezgi comes in. Looks around and sees the nerd
girl İlayda. She goes near her and asks “ Where is your homework ?”
She answers as “ Why are you asking?”
Ezgi says “ Oh!! It is here. Can I take it?” ilayda does not say anything. Ezgi says “ Of course
I can take it. Thanks…”
İlayda starts to cry. Because she studied so hard to do this homework last night. She starts
doing it again. At that time Betül comes in and “ What happened? Why are you crying?”
İlayda thinks that Betül comes to help her and she answers “ Ezgi stole my homework.” Betül
says” Oh!!! That is why I came here. That’s my girl!!!” Betül starts to walk away and “ By
the way we are not like that. She laughes. İlayda thinks that both of these girls are so bad and
selfish. They think that they are the best but they can’t be the best if they behave like this .
Behaving badly makes them worse, not better as they thought.
After a while Tuğba comes in and sees İlayda and “ these girls again? Don’t be so sad because
of them. Everyone can’t be good. I can help you do your homework again.” Tuğba sits near
İlayda and that time Ezgi and Betül come into the class. Ezgi starts to shout “ I took it first.
You can’t take it.” Betül says “ We were best friends Ezgi. Why you are doing that to me? “
Ezgi starts to be more boastful “I was always better than you. You are nothıng alone.” İlayda
and Tuğba watch them with curios eyes. Betül gets angry and pushes Ezgi. Ezgi falls down
and Betül laughes. She takes the homework and goes. Ezgi can’t get up. Tuğba and İlayda try
to help her. Ezgi says “ Why do you help me ? I have stolen your homework and treaten you
in a bad way.” İlayda answers “ because goodness shouldn’t have a pay back.”
While these things are happening the bell rings. Everyone sits on their desks. Ezgi is ashamed
of what she has done before. She goes near İlayda and apologizes her. She decides to be a
better person anymore.
In many schools there are so much bullying like this but much of them doesn’t end like
our story. It can cause very bad things. Especially at our ages. The important point is to
know how we should act in these kinds of situations.

